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Home Skyjack SJIII 3226 for sale Skyjack SJIII 3226 is a DC electric scissor lift designed to provide universal indoor performance and flat slab outdoor applications. The SJIII 3226, suitable for use in industry, construction and a range of other industries, offers proven, reliable lifting technology in a compact and durable
package. The Skyjack SJIII 3226 scissor lifts extend up to 20 feet (6,100 mm) in 33 seconds with high load and can safely carry up to 899.5 pounds (408 kg). The 82.7-inch 27.6-inch (2100 mm by 700 mm) steel platform is available with a 3-foot rolling elongate deck to expand access to complex air operations positions.
Workers can control these devices at full height. Product and query information: Skyjack designs scissor lifts to be easy to use and maintain to reduce operating costs and improve performance. The SJIII 3226 is lightweight and manoeuvrable, with variable speed, rear two-wheeled hydraulics and proportional control of
overdrive and lift functions. Solid rubber, 25 percent gradation, unmarked tires and pothole protection systems add to the versatility of the elevator operating in different environments. When it comes to safety, the Skyjack SJIII 3226 is at the top of the class with standard features such as anchorage points for lanyard, tilt
alarm with drive and lift cut and operator horn, all audible alarm movements and double restraint brakes. Additional safety and performance options include flashing warning lights, spring hingeds, full altitude gates and air operations packages. These aerial work platforms are commonly used to service industrial facilities
and public buildings, paint and restore projects, repair and replace fixtures and many other applications. At-a-Glance Specs SJIII3226 Scissors Lift Model Feature: 25' 9 Maximum Working Height 7 x 27.6 (2100 mm x 700 mm) Platform Space 5 lb (2100 mm x 700 mm) Platform Space Platform 5 5 lb (2100 mm) 408 kg)
power 4 (900 mm) deck extension Analog Control System Contact Access Lift Equipment for additional parts We offer Skyjack SJII3226 lifts for sale in addition to a wide selection of 100 percent restored chase equipment. Our experienced team services and tests all of our loaders, air work platforms and telescopic
material handlers before any of them ship out of our facility. Trust experts who provide high-quality elevator equipment to customers across North America and around the world. Call us or contact us online for more and the prices of our current stock. The Skyjack SJ III 3226 26 Electric Scissor Lift has a maximum
working height of 25 feet 9 inches. The maximum capacity of the Skyjack 3226 platform is 899.5 pounds. It has a 3.5 inch road clearance and a turn radius of 8 feet 9 inches. It is capable of traveling at speeds of up to 2 mph. collected information, it was collected on the basis of information provided by various third
parties, and is presented only for informational purposes and can be changed. HomeAerial LiftsSkyjack SJ 3226 Skyjack's DC Electric Scissor Lifts offer high capacity and large platform areas, making them suitable for any application on the stove. THANKS to the variable speed of the rear wheel of the hydraulic drive.
OVERALL SPECIFICATIONS Performance height: 32' (9.75 m) Raised Platform Height: 26' (7.92 m) Lower platform height: 45 (1.14 m) Total width: 32 (0.81 m) Total length: 91.5 (2.32 m) Stowed Height (Rail up up 84.7 (2.15 m) Stowed Height (Rails Down): 70.6 (1.79 m) Platform Width (internal dimension): 28 (0.71 m)
Platform length (internal measurement): 84 (2.13 m) Extension deck (Roll Out): 3' (Inside Measurements): 3(Inside Measurements): 3 (Inside Measurements): 3 (Inside Measurement): 84 (2.13 m) Expansion Deck (Roll Out): 3' (Inside Measurement): 3(Inside Measurement): 3 (Inside Measurement): 3(Inside
Measurement): 84 (2.13 m) 84 (2.13 m) Expansion Deck (Roll Out): 3' (Inside Dimension): 84 (2.13 m) Extend deck (Roll Out): 3' (Roll Out): 3' (Internal Dimension): 84 (2.13 m) Extension Deck (Roll Out): 3' (Roll Out): 3' (Roll Out): 3' 0.0..91 m) Ground clearance (Stowed): 3.5 (8.89 cm) Ground clearance (raised): 0.75
(1.90 cm) Wheelbase: 69 (1.75 m) Weight: 4,135 pounds (1,876 kg) Gradebelability : 3.75 m Turn radius (inside): 50 (1.27 m) Turn radius (outside): 108 (2.74 m) Lift time (high load): 56 sec Less time (high load): 4 2 sec Speed Drive (Stowed): 2.4 mph (3.9 km/h) Drive speed (raised) : 0.7 mph (1.1 km/h) Maximum
driving altitude: Full altitude (generally): 500 lbs (227 kg) Distributed power (main platform): 250 pounds (113 kg) Distributed power (expansion deck): 250 pounds (113 kg) Local floor load (high load): 130 p (897 kPa) Total floor load (with estimated load): 235 psf (12 kPa) Maximum - people: 2 Wind score: 28 mph (12.5
m/s) Bus type: Solid, N/M bus size: 16 x 5 x 12 STANDARD FEATURES Drivable at full variable height speed , rear 2 wheel hydraulic drive Double brake restraint Proportional controls for drive and elevator function 3' (0.91 m) Roll out the extension deck 24V DC power power power Low voltage battery charge Up 30%
Gradeability Solid rubber, unmarked pothole protection system 11 AC Exit on the platform with GFI 28 miles /h wind rating (12.5 m/s) Tilt signaling with drive and lift cutout All motions of the lanyard sound alarm point fastening Operator's Horn Hinged railing system (3226) loader pockets and tie down/lifting hatches relay
based on the control system Color encoded and moderated wiring system Telematics ready - Prices can be changed. Tax and other fees not shown in the above price estimate. SCISSOR LIFT SJIII 3226 published in 2015-07-28T16:48:11-00:00 and last updated: 2020-10-10-08T19:43:27:00:00 Kruger Dimensions
CHeight W/ RailsHeight W/O Rails Platform FMax Platform HeightMax Working HeightMax Platform Weight Height Height - LoweredPlatform Inner LengthPlaform Inner Width Width Width skyjack 3226 specs weight. skyjack sjiii 3226 specs
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